Refrigerator Copy
Practice every night.
Unit 2: Module A
Lessons 1 – 5
Stories: “The Athabascans” and “The Year of Miss Agnes”
Skills: Characters and Main Idea/Central Message

Spelling Words
Spell and use correctly in daily writing.
1. sunglasses
2. football
3. homework
4. haircut
5. popcorn
6. railroad
7. snowstorm
8. earring
9. scarecrow
10. blueberry
11. butterflies
12. lawnmower
13. campground
14. sandbox
15. toothbrush

Vocabulary

Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word
1. pioneers- explorer, discoverer (variation- pioneering)
2. migrated- to move or travel (variation- migration)
3. preserve- to maintain (variation- preservation)
4. plentiful- to have an abundant amount of something (variation- plenty)
5. scarce- lack of or small quantity (variation- scarcity)
6. mileage- length of measure (variation- mile)
7. nuisance- inconvenience or annoyance
8. cache- hidden collection or hiding spot
9. margin- the edge or border (variation- marginal)
10. freight- load or transported goods (variation- freighting)

Refrigerator Copy
Practice every night.
Unit 2: Module A
Lessons 6 - 10
Story: “The Year of Miss Agnes”
Skills: Main Idea/Central Message, Characters, Illustrations that Create Mood

Spelling Words

Spell and use correctly in daily writing.
1. splash
2. throw
3. three
4. square
5. scream
6. strike
7. street
8. split
9. splurge
10. thrill
11. strength
12. squeak
13. throne
14. scratch
15. squeeze

Vocabulary
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

continents- mainland, large areas of land (variation- continental)
trader- merchant (variation-trading)
deaf- unable to hear (variation- deafness)
catalog- descriptive list (variation- cataloging)
snares- trap, noose of wire to trap animals (variations- snaring, snarer)
goggled- amazement, wondering (variations- goggling, goggles)
bluff- step bank or cliff
brittle- easily broken or shattered (variation- brittleness)
wringer- clothes washer (variation- wring)

Refrigerator Copy
Practice every night.
Unit 2: Module A
Lessons 11 – 15
Stories: “The Athabascans”, “The Year of Miss Agnes”, and “The Frog Princess”
Skills: Characters, Main Idea/Central Message, Compare/Contrast, and Contributions of Illustrations to
a Text

Spelling Words
Spell and use correctly in daily writing.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

father
chapter
other
alphabet
watch
English
weather
catch
fashion
shrink
pitcher
flash
athlete
trophy
nephew

Vocabulary

Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

bunks- narrow bed (variation- bunker)
invented- to create or design something new (variations- invention, inventor)
migrated- to move or travel (variation- migration)
plentiful- to have an abundant amount of something (variation- plenty)
cache- hidden collection or hiding spot
margin- the edge or border (variation- marginal)
brittle- easily broken or shattered (variation- brittleness)
suitor- a person who wants to make a new relationship (variation- suit)
threshold- doorway, entry
mourned- to feel sorrow or sadness (variations- mourn, mournful)
consent- to be in agreement or give permission (variation- consenting)
exchange- to give and receive something (variating- exchangeable)
morsel- small amount of something
feast- a large meal or celebration (variation- feasting)
unnatural- something that is abnormal (variation- unnaturalness)
summons- an order to appear (variation- summoner)

Refrigerator Copy
Practice every night.
Unit 2: Module A
Lessons 16-18
Stories: “The Athabascans”, “The Year of Miss Agnes”, and “The Frog Princess”
Skills: Comparing/Contrast

Spelling Words
Spell and use correctly in daily writing.
1. let’s
2. he’d
3. you’ll
4. can’t
5. I’d
6. won’t
7. haven’t
8. hasn’t
9. she’d
10. they’ll
11. when’s
12. we’d
13. should’ve
14. wasn’t
15. didn’t

Vocabulary
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word
1. threshold- doorway, entry
2. morsel- small amount of something
3. unnatural- something that is abnormal (variation- unnaturalness)
4. freight- load or transported goods (variation- freighting)
5. continents- mainland, large areas of land (variation- continental)
6. mourned- to feel sorrow or sadness (variations- mourn, mournful)
7. feast- a large meal or celebration (variation- feasting)
8. pioneers- explorer, discoverer (variation- pioneering)
9. preserve- to maintain (variation- preservation)
10. scarce- lack of or small quantity (variation- scarcity)
11. nuisance- inconvenience or annoyance
12. snares- trap, noose of wire to trap animals (variations- snaring, snarer)
13. goggled- amazement, wondering (variations- goggling, goggles)
14.

